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Mi50

The Mi50 is extremely compact in size, and is installed invisibly and tested professionally by your dealer or installation specialist 
The system has no influence on the vehicle’s electronic systems. After installation you will receive an activation code. This adds 
the vehicle to your account, and you activate the desired package. The chosen package is active immediately, throughout the 
whole of Europe, at the same rate. On the Moving Intelligence platform you manage the administrative details, transport 
resources and the authorisation structure. For the alarm centre you can create the alarm contacts with the associated personal 
code.

Simplicity and user-friendly

Trip Logging - Dutch quality mark 

Keeping mileage administration can be a time-consuming
task. But it is, however, a necessity. This is for example to
avoid fines from the tax authorities. It is also needed for
declaring mileage driven for business purposes. So it is
good to have a reliable trip logging system in place. With a
press on the button you can read all relevant data for the tax
authorities on the Moving Intelligence platform. The Mi40
and the Mi50, have the Dutch trip logging system quality
mark. All details of each driven route, both for business and
private purposes, are automatically registered for you.

Security - Vehicle tracking systems 

The Mi50 is a vehicle tracking system and in combination with the MiBlock a Dutch SCM/CCV-certified vehicle tracking system.
This security class is often required by insurance and leasing companies for vehicles above a certain catalogue value or for
vehicles that are prone to theft. With the Mi50 and MiBlock you comply with all official requirements, automatic notifications by
movement of the vehicle/object without the ignition on, and automatic blocking in case of jamming detection. A link to the
Alarm Centre is also part of our services.

Fleet management

If you are managing a multiple of vehicles, you obviously want
a full understanding of your vehicle fleet. With the Mi50 you
can see who drove which car, when and where. You can also
track the vehicles live. With a press of the button you clarify
the position of all your vehicles with the Mi50, without this
costing you time and all manner of telephone calls. The Mi50
also offers a driving style analysis of the driver. Everything is
neatly registered by the system and displayed on the Moving
Intelligence platform. You then have a good system to help you
control maintenance costs and fuel consumption.

The Mi50 is a complete system for security and vehicle fleet management. This system can be used to secure, trace and track 

your transport resources live. It can also be used for trip logging and driving style analysis. In short, everything you need for 

carefree and safe driving. The Mi50 stands for quality and convenience. The Mi50 is included in the range by many official car 

dealerships, international distributors and importers.

Dutch SCM/CCV-certified vehicle tracking system (Mi50+MiBlock)

Complete system for security, trip logging and fleet management

100% made in Holland

The Mi50 is included in the range by many car importers in Europe

One system for security, trip logging and vehicle fleet management
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MOVING INTELLIGENCE
Moving Intelligence is your partner in the field of 
security, tax-proof trip administration and fleet 
management. We secure and control your car, boat, 
motorcycle, truck, camper, oldtimer, art object, 
valuable packages or work equipment. In short, we 
ensure that you can manage your belongings, always 
and everywhere. With in-house developed hardware 
that is installed invisibly and software that makes it 
visible. 100% Made in Holland.

Mi50 VOORDELEN
• Dutch SCM/CCV-certified vehicle tracking system 

(Mi50+MiBlock)
• One system for security and fleet management
• Dutch quality mark for trip logging systems
• Can be extended with extra functionality
• Back-up battery
• 3D G-force sensor for driving style analysis, crash detection 

and eCall
• Simple to combine with other Moving Intelligence products 
• Managed with MiApp (iOS and Android)

MiClassify 

When you as a business person also use your vehicle 
privately, it is handy if you have a summary of the kilometres 
driven for business and private purposes. It is necessary to 
know how many kilometres you have driven privately, even 
if your company car does not count for tax purposes.

The Mi50 can be extended with the MiClassify, a route 
selection switch that you can set to private or business.

MiReader
Knowing who has driven a certain car and when is always a 
challenge. The MiReader is your solution. Personal 
identification is possible with the Mi50. The MiReader 
registers each route and is directly linked to the vehicle 
driver.

With the MiReader you see the route information for the 
various drivers. This can be extended with for example 
driving style analysis per driver.

With the MiApp and the online Moving Intelligence platform you have one 
summary of all your vehicles, always and everywhere. All current information 
such as engine ignition on/off, current speed and driven distance are displayed 
on a detailed chart and in a table summary. Live tracking is active across the 
whole world. The MiApp is available for iOS and Android.

Online platform & app 

Product specifications Mi50

Alarm centre & PRB (Private Research Bureau) a

Dutch certified vehicle tracking system - Kiwa SCM/CCV a

Dutch quality mark for trip logging systems (Keurmerk RitRegistratieSystemen) a

Live Tracking a

Active alarm Point Of Interest incoming and outgoing a

GSM & GPS a

Visible on the online platform and in the Moving Intelligence App (iOS and Android) a

MiClassify and MiReader (extension) a

Fleet management reports a

GSM Jamming detection (with MiBlock) a

Dimensions (mm) 82x87x34


